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RLS Site Newsletter Recent additions to the RLS site



Year 16



No. i



27 June 2016



It was one January morning, very early—a pinching, frosty morning— the cove all grey with hoar-frost, the ripple lapping softly on the stones. (Treasure Island) ʼ



David Balfour: new edition, p 9



RLS, September 1874, p. 12



RLS 2017, p. 2



RLS Site New pages on the site (under Gallery) dedicated to The First Illustrations for Treasure Island1 and The First Illustrations for The Black Arrow.2 As all the early artists died more than 70 years ago, all these illustrations should be in the public domain. On the new site, to find the bibliographies of critical studies you first have to click on the title Further Studies3 at the top of the drop-down menu: it is a list-title that is also a member of the list!



EdRLS:



The following volumes have been delivered and are being set up in print: Weir of Hermiston, edited by Gill Hughes, and Essays I: Virginibus Puerisque, edited by RobertLouis Abrahamson. 1



The following are close to delivery: Stories IV: Fables. Island Nightsʻ Entertainments, edited by Bill Gray, Essays IV: Uncollected Essays 1868-1879, edited by Richard Dury, and The Amateur Emigrant, edited by Julia Reid. The end of most of the initial funding has meant that the Edition has entered a period where things are proceeding slowly, but proceeding. Further funding has been applied for, but this is a long and uncertain process. Readers of this Newsletter in possession of a magic wand or wanting to support this good cause please contact the editor.



Conference RLS2017: Linda Dryden will be organizing the next RLS Conference at Edinburgh Napier University, 6-8 July 2017. Many thanks to Linda.



Talks James Roberson, Robert Louis Stevensonʼs Kidnappedʼ for for National 5, given at the ASLS Schools Conference, October 2015. Duncan Robertson, ʻ “The afterpiece of life”: Leprosy in Robert Louis Stevensonʼs Pacific Writings', Dept. of English, University of York, 28 January 2016. Louis Kirk McAuley, ʻWalking and Wedding in a shrinking world: The strange case of Robert Louis Stevensonʼ, National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh, 14 March 2016. How both walking and weeding contributed to Robert Louis Stevenson's writing, and to his increasing awareness of what contemporary economists (and ecologists) call our 'shrinking world.'



Nick Rankin, ʻStevenson Unboundʼ, Edinburgh Napier University, 17 March 2016. On the Ernest Mehew collection of books and papers on Stevenson at the opening of the dedicated room at Napier University.



Stephen Arata, ʻRobert Louis Stevenson: The Enduring Storytellerʼ, Smithsonian Institute, Washington, DC, 23 June 2016, 6.45 pm.
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Recent Studies Abrahamson, Robert-Louis (2016). ʻDoing Battle for the Truth: Stevensonʼs Struggles with Communicating Knowledgeʼ. Marina Dossena and Stefano Rosso (eds) (2016). Knowledge Dissemination in the Long Nineteenth Century. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing. 123-36. S explores aspects of knowledge and communication in four essays written from Nov 1878 to July 1879. Trying to map the world is like trying to trace the moving shadow of a great oak; truth in human relations is ʻhard to seize, and harder to communicateʼ; the problem for the writer is to affect the reader ʻprecisely as you wishʼ; ʻtrue knowledge [of oneself] is eternally incommunicableʼ; life is not characterized by rational intercourse, but is a battleground of effort and reaction to the situation. In ʻLay Moralsʼ, he presents communication as burying meaning like treasure to be dug up by the reader/listener. Only the spirit of the communication is true and helpful, and this is achieved by sympathy. Communication depends on an intense and open relationship—as in the familiar essay itself, where the writerʼs charm and involvement in play aid understanding. Understanding and sympathy are also achieved in fiction, but the two genres are related: it is fictional techniques that make the essays effective.



Brown , Neil Macara (2015). ʻYogi in the woods: reading The Master between the pinesʼ. JSS 12: 126-45. S said the ʻcentre-pieceʼ of The Master of Ballantrae was to be ʻ a case of a buried and resuscitated fakirʼ, remembering the story of such a fakir told by his uncle Dr John Balfour, formerly medical inspector-general in India. He asked for relevant books to be sent to him, though we donʼt know if he received them. S probably knew of the fakir Haridas, reported by various writers. Typical aspects of his preparation and methods of resuscitation have been taken over by S in the fragmentary accounts of the Master and Secundra Das in the woods.



Crain, Patricia (2015). ʻLearning to Read Childishly with “Master James” ʼ. PMLA 1303.3 (2015): 718-23. For Henry James Treasure Island ʻembodies a boyʼs vision of the extraordinaryʼ and reading it we ʻsee [...] the young reader himself and his state of mind: we seem to read it over the shoulder with an arm around his neckʼ. The salvific child character was common in late 19C fiction, but here we have a virtual companion with perhaps the same function. (For Carin, however, the seductive image of a child absorbed in a book is ʻan overinvestment in immersive childhood readingʼ and closes down the ʻopen, potential space in which play can continue.ʼ)



Davis, Colin (2012). ʻFrom Psychopathology to Diabolical Evil: Dr. Jekyll, Mr. Hyde and Jean Renoirʼ. Journal of Romance Studies 12.1 (2012): 10-23. The way evil is represented in adaptations of the novella is influenced by current world events and social relations. In the case of Renoirʼs film Le Testament du docteur Cordelier, the violence and evil in the film is influenced by the aftermath of the Holocaust in post-WWII France.



De Capitani, Lucio (2015). ʻThe playwright, the moralist and the poet: a Brechtian reading of Stevensonʼs writings on François Villonʼ. JSS 12: 53-79.
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A comparison of Sʼs essay and his short story about Villon. S is concerned with morality and ethics and with ambiguity; in his essays he endorses Victorian ethics and morality, in fiction he represents disturbing ambiguity. The essay combines brilliant enjoyable style with a moralistic attitude to Villon, emphasising his pettiness, opportunism and insincerity. At the same time fascination and ambivalence surface (in sympathy for the artist and attraction in compelling descriptions), but in the final section S clearly condemns Villonʼs lack of noble acceptance of lifeʼs problems. The Villon of the short story shares aspects with the Villon of the essay, with the crucial difference of a lack of a final condemnation. The truth-telling essayist is replaced by a polyphonic narrator: opening with a detached commentator, like the essayist, then the narratorʼs voice overlaps in free indirect speech with Villonʼs thoughts. Villonʼs meditation on ʻa cruel way to carry on the worldʼ is uncertainly ironic or sympathetic. This, like Brechtian theatreʼs blending of empathy and detachment, puts the reader in a status of moral ambiguity (as in much of Sʼs mature fiction). Essay and story taken together also work as a single, heterogeneous reflection on Villon, viewed ambiguously or from a shared morality. S creates an ethical system that encompasses ambivalence.



Della Valle, Paola (2016). ʻA Little Book with a Wide Perspective: Stevensonʼs A Footnote to Historyʼ. Loxias4 48 (21 février 2016). In A Footnote to History Stevenson cross-examines a variety of sources, including Samoan (a methodology also found in In the South Seas). He is willing to listen to ʻotherʼ narratives and to cultural motivations of indigenous people. This shows Stevensonʼs open-mindedness and ability to envisage issues of great relevance to the present globalized world.



Fitzpatrick, Mark (2015). ʻR. L. Stevenson, Joseph Conrad and The Adventure Novel: Reception, Criticism and Translation In France, 1880-1930ʼ. Thèse de doctorat, Université Sorbonne Nouvelle – Paris 3, 2015. The reception of Stevenson and Conrad in France and in particular the crucial part their example played in the debate on the ʻnouveau romanʼ between 1890 and 1914. A vogue for Stevenson was reflected in an explosion of translations in the decade after 1900 (and again in the decade after 1920). An important part was played by Schwob's articles on Stevenson and by the discussions about the literary adventure novel by Gide and the NRF group after the turn of the century, culminating in Rivière's 1913 essay Le Roman d'aventure. In these debates the ʻadventure novelʼ (which commentators from Schwob on looked to for a renewal of the French novel) came to be seen as the novel of both exterior and interior adventures and then as the novel in which the adventures are in the form not the content (explaining a link with the work of Proust). French adventure novels after 1920 (by Pierre Benoit, Louis Chadourne, and Pierre Mac Orlan) were about the impossibility of adventure, so linked up with S and Conrad who had already undermined the assumptions of the genre. The bibliography contains a list of early translations and critical articles. See also ʻStevenson in works of fictionʼ below.



Gelder, Kenneth (1984). ʻThe Short Stories of Robert Louis Stevensonʼ. PhD thesis, University of Stirling. available online 5. Adopts a contextual approach: discussions of each story draw on Stevenson's essays and other writings, and remark on some of the more significant literary or historical sources of which Stevenson had made use. Distinguishes restorative, ʻromantically comicʼ stories, from stories of deterioration. The appendix lists textual variants in earlier witnesses of five stories: ʻThe Pavilion on the Linksʼ, ʻThe Merry Menʼ, ʻMarkheimʼ, ʻThe Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hydeʼ and ʻThe Beach of Falesáʼ.



Germaná, Monica (2011). ʻBecoming Hyde: Excess, Pleasure and Cloningʼ. Gothic Studies 13.2: 98-115.
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An overview of Gothic adaptations of Stevenson's Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, from computer game to graphic novels to stage productions and film, noting particular deviations in light of historical preoccupations. The second half of the article concentrates on Steven Moffat's BBC series, Jekyll (2007): the elements inherited from previous adaptations, its departure from ʻpolarised binarismsʼ, and the introduction of a nefarious corporate power (playing on modern anxieties). Stevenson's Hyde adapts to postmodern readings because of his unfathomability: both natural and abysmal, sublime and chaotic.



Gorak, Jan (2015). ʻStevensonʼs Samoa and the metamorphoses of powerʼ. JSS 12: 33-52. Sʼs A Footnote to History repays attention as a case study of the centreʼs impingement on a small peripheral nation, as an example of prose style conveying meaning, and for Sʼs vision of power. S presents the history as half tragedy, half farce. He contrasts the Samoan sociability (perhaps rather silly) with the uncivilized behaviour of the Europeans. The Germans are brutal, yet the hollow apparatus of colonial administration is also farcical. The chapter ʻThe Sorrows of Laupepaʼ presents the arrival of Western violence as seen through Samoan eyes. The final chapter is a satirical exposé of the lack of any benefits of a colonial administration that works for mercantile interests.



Graham, Leslie (1996). ʻHome from home? Nineteenth-century Scottish travellers in Franceʼ. Actes du Colloque Réciprocités, pays francophones-pays anglophones, Le Mans, 1994 . Le Mans: Publication de lʼUniversité du Maine (Collection Etudes anglophones). 157-174. S repeatedly compares the Cévennes to the Highlands and the people with Lowlanders for their hostile or humourous brusqueness. The similarities noted between France and Scotland (also seen in 18C Scottish travel writers) are an indirect way of asserting a difference between of Scotland with England, an affirmation of peripheral position.



Hills, Matt (2003). ʻCounterfictions in the Work of Kim Newman: Rewriting Gothic SF as “Alternate-Story Stories” ʼ. Science Fiction Studies 30.3: 436-55. Frankenstein, Dracula, and Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde are hybrids: ʻgothic science fictionʼ. ʻCounterfictionʼ—fiction belonging to multiple genres that circles back to similar themes and ideas of the adapted original—is examined in the gothic science fiction work of Kim Newman: Further Developments of The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1999), ʻA Drug on the Marketʼ (in Dark Terrors 6 (2002)), and Anno Dracula (1992).



Largeaud-Ortéga, Sylvie (2015). ʻRobert Louis Stevensonʼs “voyage of discovery” in The Beach of Falesá (1893): an exploration of Pacific history and cultureʼ. JSS 12: 80-95. A symbolic interpretation of Wiltshireʼs ʻvoyage of discoveryʼ in the central passage of The Beach of Falesá. While Case shows the disruptive impact of whites on Pacific cultures, Wiltshire partly changes into a new type of white man, a settler who begins to understand local culture. He comes across relics left by the original Polynesians and begins to feel a sense of holiness. S seems to be suggesting a syncretised and crosscultural narrative for the future of Pacific societies.



Lepine, Anna (2008/2009). ʻHyde and Seek in an Age of Surveillance: Stevenson's The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and the BBC's Jekyllʼ. Neo-Victorian Studies 2.1: 78-102. The BBC's Jekyll (2007) supplies alternative interpretations of the novella while emphasizing the narrative's underlying issue of surveillance and community. JH is about
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selective overlooking of crime in society, a theme which requires later adaptations to adjust the nature of Hyde's crimes.



Manfredi. Carla (2015). ʻRobert Louis Stevensonʼs and Joseph Strongʼs “A Samoan Scrapbook” ʼ. JSS 12: 4-32. ʻA Samoan Scrapbookʼ—a miscellany to be structured around the photos taken by Joe Strong during the anti-colonial Embassy of King Kalakaua of Hawaii to Samoa in 1887— was planned in 1889 but never published. Sʼs MS at Yale starts with thoughts on the activities of missionaries, followed by an account of two Samoan legends and then of the Embassy and its reception by German officials: both are presented as narratives of uncertain veracity. His commentary on the (since lost) photos underlines the ambiguous role of the photographer. Retelling the story in A Footnote to History he downplays the role of Strong, and also changes his presentation of King Kalakaua. Similar photos taken by Strong at the same time show the discomfort of native Samoans and tell us something about Strongʼs ambiguous position as American photographer for an anticolonial mission, by an indigenous power aiming to increase its influence. They expose the difficulties of reading colonial photographs.



Milne, Duncan (2015). ʻRealism and romance: Henry James, Robert Louis Stevenson and the Victorian literary formʼ. JSS 12: 96.117. The ʻArt of Fictionʼ debate between James and Stevenson and their ideas of realism and romance. Realism in novels saw individual lives as the locus of historical forces and gave serious artistic treatment to ordinary peopleʼs lives. Romance, a reaction to the fiction of scientific materialism, is more adapted to exemplifying moral ideals or abstractions. Sʼs fiction has been typically seen as simplistic, stereotyped and escapist. S sees the novel as an organic artistic structure and the romance as an expression of the illogical and unconscious in human minds, a way to regain the immersive reading experience of childhood. He practices a synthesis of romance and realism (as in Robinson Crusoe). In his later fiction he combines exotic locations with realist tropes (e.g. squalor and violence); the focus of physicality and discomfort in Kidnapped is far from the tendency of romance to sanitise the effects of violence and effort. Treasure Island has hints of aggressive imperialism and violent masculinities. In his later fiction, adventure is increasingly dystopic. In their debate both James and Stevenson arrived at a synthesis of interconnected romance and realism. S problematised masculine fantasies of violence of mid-Victorian romance and darkened romance with the realities of violence and colonial appropriation. The ʻArt of Fictionʼ debate in 1884 probably helped the development of Sʼs idiosyncratic fictional style containing both romance and realism.



Miquel-Baldellou, Marta (2010). ʻMary Reilly as Jekyll or Hyde: Neo-Victorian (re) creations of Feminity and Feminismʼ. Journal of English Studies 8: 119-140. The themes of femininity and feminism in the development of the character of Mary Reilly in Martin's adaptation of the Jekyll and Hyde narrative. The looking back and employing of alleged Victorian anxieties in ʻre-creationʼ give rise to the opportunity to address later social concerns: particularly in the case of feminist concerns.



Naugrette, Jean-Pierre (2015). ʻ “As if looking through a badly made window”: A Late Victorian Gothic reading of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Michela Vanon Alliata and Giorgio Rimondi (eds). Dal gotico al fantastico, Tradizioni, riscritture e parodie. Venezia: Cafoscarina. 75-87. The space of JH contains typical ʻgothicʼ features (labyrinthine city, etc.): disconnected elements which the reader only partly understands. This opacity is also thanks to confusing repetitions and unexpected oppositions, as in ʻThe Incident at the Windowʼ, when Enfield and Utterson find themselves in front of the same door as at the beginning ,then enter the courtyard. This is dark but with bright sky above; J is up above 6



and feeling ʻlowʼ while the pair below are in high spirits. This criss-cross leads to the climax of the scene, the abrupt transformation of Jʼs face. The pair come to bring relief but apparently help cause the transformation; companionship transforms to flight and silence, intended comfort into terror on both sides: J transforms and so do they. The distorted perspective of the pair below looking up reflects their lack of understanding of why J who had thrown off H should look like a ʻdisconsolate prisonerʼ. Their encouragement to come out for a walk is a cruel reminder to J of his ʻbondageʼ and his basic ʻdouble bindʼ: being H leads to dangerous transgressions, being J means a lack of satisfaction. Jʼs transformation into H at the window is a result of the visit of Enfield and Utterson (they are hunting him down) and also an attempt at liberation, a desire for expression.



Naugrette, Jean-Pierre (2016). ʻOn the delicate art of blunder: a sentence of The Master of Ballantrae in the R.L. Stevenson/Marcel Schwob lettersʼ. Guignery, Vanessa (ed.). Crossed Correspondences. Writers as Readers and Critics of their Peers. Newcastleupon-Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing. 72-86. After the duel between the Durie brothers, Alison picks up the bloody sword that had apparently killed James ʻand thrust it to the hilt into the frozen groundʼ. In January 1891, replying to Marcel Schwob who wanted to translate the novel, S calls the phrase ʻone of my inconceivable blundersʼ (L7, 69-70), and asks Schwob to translate it as ʻand she sought to thrust it in the groundʼ. In his ʻNoteʼ to the novel [probably written in 1894] he (strangely) calls it ʻa copying blunderʼ [and strangely refers to Alison as Clementina, her original name in the MS], and says it was the subject of a ʻprotestʼ by a ʻcorrespondentʼ. Unfortunately he abandoned the note at this point, not mentioning what he wanted to substitute. For the Edinburgh edition S sent Colvin a marked-up copy of the novel (since untraced), and in that edition (1896) the memorable phrase is replaced by ʻ “I will take it back and clean it properly,” says she.ʼ However Stevenson repeatedly calls The Master of Ballantrae a ʻromanceʼ, and for a subtitle hesitated between ʻA Romantic Taleʼ, ʻA Fantastic Taleʼ and ʻA Fantasyʼ. In the same year as Ballantrae S also published in Scribnerʼs Magazine ʻThe Lantern-Bearersʼ, in which he argues for the importance (and ʻrealityʼ) of the imagination in life and literature. In ʻA Gossip on Romanceʼ (1882) he had praised ʻpicture-making romanceʼ and the ʻpoetry of circumstanceʼ, such as the (apparently impossible) single footprint on the beach in Robinson Crusoe, which ʻstamps the story home like an illustrationʼ. In 1896 Schwob praises Sʼs ʻpuissance dʼimpressionʼ and ʻréalisme [...] irréelʼ such as Jekyll waking to see the hand of Hyde on the bedclothes. He says the light conditions created by the candles in the duel scene cannot be reproduced in reality. Sʼs original text cannot be classed as a ʻblunderʼ: it is a powerful and memorable symbolic image, corresponding to Sʼs own definition of the memorable pictures of romance.



Niederhoff, Burkhard (2016). ʻRevisions Revisited: A Narratological Reading of the Cornhill Version of R. L. Stevensonʼs “The Pavilion on the Links” ʼ. Anglia 134. 1: 25–42. The version of ʼThe Pavilion on the Linksʼ published in the Cornhill (1880) is very different from that published in New Arabian Nights (1882). In Pav 1880 the characters are more extravagant and complex, and the narrator and the act of narration (to the narratorʼs children) is more prominent (ʻyour motherʼ or variants appears 70 times, but only once—by mistake—in Pav 1882). One reason for the change may be because a reference in the opening paragraph of Pav 1880 to the need for ʻgreat charity to … those who are externally dishonouredʼ might in 1882 be taken as an allusion to Sam Osbourne [perhaps even to Fanny and to S himself—RD]. Another reason may be to solve the contrast between the stuffy narrator and the adventure story—a problem he later tackled in The Master of Ballantrae. Ballantrae and Pav have similarities: two men, one conventional the other glamorous, competing for one woman. Ballantrae is a more radical experiment in unreliable narration; Pav 1880 is an early experiment with the same technique, foregrounding the narrator, while Pav 1882 focusses on the adventure plot. In the earlier version, Cassalis is evasive about his motives, is not generous in his 7



judgment of Northmoor, presents matters to his advantage and is superficially pious and respectable. But the reader sees that ultimately Northmoor is the nobler of the two.



Norquay, Glenda (2016). 'The Art of Fiction: Henry James and Robert Louis Stevenson'. Tom Hubbard (ed). Critical Insights: Henry James. Hackensack NJ: Salem Press. 141-154.  The nature of the debate on literature between James and S in the mid 1880s; Sʼs views on Jamesʼ work, and James on Sʼs.



Oliver, Susan (2016). ʻCloaking and Hiding: Dressing Up in Robert Louis Stevensonʼs The Master of Ballantraeʼ. The Bottle Imp6 (April 2016). James Durie is a master of deceptive appearances and re-invention which create and deconstruct Romantic stereotypes of Scottishness. He shares a romantic and cloak with Edgar, the Master of Ravenswood, in Scottʼs The Bride of Lamermoor—this conceals but also distances them from authentic identity and both are homeless heroes. Ballantrae ends with an excess of fetishism: the Masterʼs story, written in stone in the wilderness, grants decorum and a metamorphosis into Scottish literary legend. This could be seen as a self-referential reverie on Scottish identity, or a stimulus to ongoing enquiry.



Polatti, Alessia (2016). ʻThe “Myth of Tusitala” in Samoa: R. L. Stevensonʼs Presence in Albert Wendtʼs Fictionʼ. Loxias 7 48 (21 Feb 2016). S was partly complicit with, partly critical of white imperialism; he is viewed positively because of his critique of colonialism and sympathy towards the indigenous people, yet he was also a white settler who assumed the position of a chief. Polatti sees this tension expressed in the attitude of Samoans to S in terms of Freudʼs ʻtotemʼ: a feared and revered father figure. Albert Wendt is a Samoan novelist who includes references to S in The Flying Fox in the Mango Tree (1974) and The Mangoʼs Kiss (2003); he accommodates this tension by accepting S as a totemic myth.



Toussaint, Benjamine (2012). ʻ “To exult and sing out” Stevensonʼs Song and the Song of a Divergent Scotland: Ronald Frameʼs The Lantern Bearersʼ. Études écossaises 15 8 (2012). (i) The interplay between Sʼs essay ʻThe Lantern Bearersʼ and Frameʼs novel: both reminisce of childhood at the Scottish coast, talk of lost innocence and the importance of the imagination (Frame highlights the narratorʼs poetic inner vision and the importance of joy). (ii) Frameʼs feelings about ʻScottishnessʼ: he links himself with a canonical Scottish writer but not with the contemporary Scottish urban novel; the characters, Scottish but also international, have mixed motivations for their feelings of Scottish identity; for both Frame and his characters Scottishness is complex, ambiguous and elusive.



Wall , Brian (2015). ʻ“The Situation was apart from ordinary laws”: culpability and insanity in the urban landscape of Robert Louis Stevensonʼs Londonʼ. JSS 12: 147-69. Both Jekyll and London are divided, but a mixed, not a simple binary way. Typically, old houses in London were divided into apartments to cater for an expanding population. Though Jʼs house is ʻstill occupied entireʻ it is surrounded by divided buildings, and is itself divided. Jʼs house has ʻan air of wealth and comfortʼ, a mask. The double personalities studied in the 1880s were clearly distinguished by memory, so one is not responsible for the acts of the other. Yet although J claims that only Hyde was guilty, J and H share memory. Could J claim insanity as a defence? He would still be legally culpable as J knows what he is doing and choses to do it. The problem is that J and H are distinct physical beings, a case outside the law, yet, like London houses, are inextricably mixed.
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Recent Editions Barry Menikoff (ed.). David Balfour. The Original Text. San Marino, CA: Huntington Library Press. $35. Authorʼs presentation: From simple misreadings to deliberate revisions, subsequent printed editions of both "Kidnapped" and "David Balfour" represented major departures from Stevenson's handwritten text. For this edition, however, "David Balfour" is based on Stevensonʼs final manuscript of the novel, now in the Houghton Library at Harvard. Faithful to the authorʼs intentions, it incorporates passages that were omitted from previous editions and restores his distinctive language.ʼ See the Review 9 in the Glasgow Herald.



Illustrated editions Hugo von Hofstein (ill.) (1920?). A Childʼs Garden of Verses. New York: Barse & Hopkins (Pleasant Hours Series). Von Hofstein is present in catalogues from c. 1900-20 but also in many undated works for children. This illustration of ʻShadow Marchʼ is one of three coloured lithographs (one pasted on the cover) in a copy of this edition with an inscription dated 1920



Margaret Campbell Hoopes (ill.) (1921). A Childʼs Garden of Verses. Philadelphia: Henry Altemus. 13 coloured plates, coloured paste-down cover illustration, black and white vignettes. With her sister Florence, Margaret Campbell Hoopes also illustrated the ʻAlice and Jerryʼ series of early readers.



Fern Bisel Peat (ill.) (1940). A Childʼs Garden of Verses. Akron, OH: Saalfield Publishing Co. 16 colour plates and illustrated colour cover. Saalfield also published a heavy-paper edition in 1942 with 12 poems only. Fern Bisel Peat (1893-1971) was a prolific illustrator of books and magazines.
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Roger Duvoisin (ill.) (1942). A Childʼs Garden of Verses. New York: The Heritage Press. Duvoisin (1900-1980), a Swiss-born American writer and prize-winning illustrator, wrote The Happy Lion series of picture books for children with his wife Louise Fatio and also designed several New Yorker covers.



Joan Hassall (ill.) (1947). A Childʼs Garden of Verses. Edinburgh: Hopetoun Press. Joan Hassell (1906-89) specialized in woodcuts for book illustration. See David Chambers (1985). Joan Hassall: engravings and drawings. Pinner: Private Libraries Association.



Alice and Martin Provensen (1951). A Childʼs Garden of Verses. New York: Golden Press. Alice and Martin Pedersen wrote and illustrated over 40 childrenʼs books; eight of their books were listed in the New York Times annual Ten Best Illustrated Books.



Elizabeth Webbe (1952). A Childʼs Garden of Verses. New York: Rand McNally (Junior Elf Books). 13 poems on 30 pages. Interesting to see the change in idealized children in the 1950s: chubby cheeks and smiles, where earlier illustrations show them playing seriously.



Ruth Rehman (1965). A Childʼs Garden of Verses. Racine, WI: Whitman.
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Virginia Tiffany (stichery) (1969). Selections from A Childʼs Garden of Verses. Racine, WI.: Golden Press. The illustrations are reproductions of stitched pictures.



Erik Blegvad (1978). A Childʼs Garden of Verses. New York: Random House. Blegvad (1923-2014), a Dane who then moved to the USA, was a prolific childrenʼs book artist.



Original artwork at the Morgan Library by Edmund J. Sullivan (1869-1933), 8 pen-and-ink drawings for Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1927). Available on line. The Morgan LIbrary, 1986.1549 to 1986.1556, http://www.themorgan.org/ drawings/item/302349 and /302351 to /30257 (30250 is a gap in the URL sequence). The images can also be downloaded and, as 70 years have passed since the death of the artist, should be in the public domain. The drawings were published in The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde; Prince Otto (London: Macmillan, 1928).



Robert Louis Stevenson, Roderick Watson (intro.), Harry Horse (ill.) (1986). Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. A centenary edition. Edinburgh: Canongate. Published in 1986, this is carefully prepared from the first London edition (all previous twentieth-century editions had been based on one or other of the collected editions). The illustrations are by Harry Horse (real name, Harry Horn; 1960-2007), a talented but troubled writer, artist and musician. He founded the group Swamptrash (1887-90): in this video,10 lines from Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde are read before an instrumental piece, and in the following interview Horse mentions his illustrations for the Cannongate edition of the work.
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Iconography RLS and his parents, Llandudno, September 1874. Sold on eBay now in the National Portrait Gallery, London. The lower border of this carte-de-visite photo has the words ʻLarocheʼ and ʻLlandudnoʼ and the photo was taken in the W. S. Laroche ʻRock Studioʼ at Great Ormes Head. The party have just come from Barmouth, where RLS dispatched the MS of his fifth essay ʻOn the Enjoyment of Unpleasant Placesʼ to the Portfolio, and it is just after the publication of his impressive ʻVictor Hugoʼs Romancesʼ in the Cornhill Magazine. He seems to have a cigarette in his right hand and wears an eccentric soft hat, different but similar in style to that in a photo of July 1874 ʻin the baronetʼs hatʼ, i.e. in Sir Walter Simpsonʼs hat, just before their month-long cruise around the west of Scotland. In both photos there is a suggestion of a fair-haired moustache (more clearly visible in enlarged versions of the July portrait). While staying in Mentone (winter 1873-74) he had grown a moustache (ʻIl est tout fier de sa moustache. Tâchez de la faire paraîtreʼ, Mme Zassetsky said teasingly to the French photographer (L1, 488; Mar 9, 1874)). Stevensonʼs fair hair turned darker some time after 1875. The family group in the photo do not seem very united and this is reflected in Stevensonʼs letters at the time: ʻ[my parents] always take me at my worst, seek out my faults, and never give me any creditʼ (L2, 56; 22 Sep 1874 from Llandudno).



New Letters Brief letter (sold at auction: Invaluable, Westport, CT, 19 May 2016, Lot 130) undated, from Skerryvore addressed to Russell Sturgis, Jr. (1836-1909; architect, collector and writer on art and architecture and the son of Russell Sturgis (1805-1887) the New York shipping merchant and partner in Baring Brothers). Stevenson is replying to an enquiry about the inspiration for David Balfour in Kidnapped. He says: ʻI do not think David was a boyish boy; he was an old gray man, with a boy's experience.ʼ The letter is undated, but it must have been written between the book publication of Kidnapped in July 1886 and August 1887 when S left Skerryvore.
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Vailima Plantation, chit for payment Vailima Dec 20th H J Mooreʼs Please pay Pi three dollars $3.00 R. L. Stevenson An example of the chits issued by RLS for payment to the bearer by H.J. Moor in Apia. Also an example of the Newsletter Editorʼs distraction: the note was copied from somewhere, but this was not recorded at the time.



Derivative works—films 1968 Anche nel west c'era una volta Dio / God Was in the West, Too, at One Time / Between God, the Devil and a Winchester (Girolami). Director: Marino Girolami (as Dario Silvestri) Production: Circus Film, Italy Cast: Gilbert Roland (Juan Chasquisdo = Silver), Humberto Sempere (Tommy = Jim) Spaghetti western based on Treasure Island; an old villain with a treasure map hides in a remote inn in the American West, paying the young nephew of the owner to keep a watch for strangers, especially one with only one eye. The villain dies but the boy has the map and with a group of men sets out to find the treasure. Some of the men canʼt be trusted and their charismatic but untrustworthy leader, Juan Chasquisdo, keeps changing sides. The honest men, one of them mortally wounded, take refuge in a sort of blockhouse...



Derivative works—drama (stage and radio) 1950 The Master of Ballantrae (Sellar) Type: radio dramatization (BBC Home Service/BBC Scotland) Author: R. J. B. Sellar Cast: Douglas Robin (Lord Durrisdeer), Moultrie R. Kelsall (the Master), Bryden Murdoch (Henry Durie) Producer/Director: James Crampsey
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2016 Jekyll & Hyde (McOnie, Olding) Type: ballet, dance theatre Author: Drew McOnie (book, choreography), Grant Olding (music) Director: Drew McOnie First performance: Old Vic, London, 25 May 2016 Cast: Daniel Collins (Jekyll), Tim Hodges (Hyde), Rachel Muldoon (Dahlia) Plot: set in London in the 1950s, the shy Jekyll turns into selfish but irresistible Hyde



Michael Daviot (2014). Hyde & Seek (or, Robert Louis Stevenson and Me).



Extract.11



Derivative works—music Louise Welsh (libretto), Stuart MacRae (music) (2016). The Devil Inside. Scottish Opera and Music Theatre Wales, première in Glasgow, January 2016. Opera inspired by Stevensonʼs ʻThe Bottle Impʼ Praised in the major newspaper reviews for all aspects of the opera and its production. Four stars in the Financial Times review. The Devil Inside: Making a New Opera, Part 2:12 composer Stuart MacRae and librettist Louise Welsh explain how they worked together to create the opera. More interviews with the creative team.13 Extracts and audience reactions.14



Rinker, Alton (1964). ʻTravel Songʼ. Arranged for solo voice and piano by Tom Kirkland. Kirklandʼs arrangement sung by Jeremy Glaser on YouTube.15 From Rinkerʼs larger collection From a Childʼs Garden of Verses.



Larkin, Michael (2006). 'The Roadside Fire', choral (Alfred Music). mp3 audio file.16 Brubeck, Dave. ʻThe Windʼ, ʻI Have a Little Shadowʼ, choral (CD Brubeck & American Poets, Sono Luminus DSL-92160). Written for youth choir. Listen to mp3 audio files.17



Derivative works—sequels, prequels and retellings Munro, D. J. (2015). Slave to Fortune. Amazon Digital Services. Dominic Munroʼs historical novel uses elements of Kidnapped and Moonfleet to create a wide-ranging romance, in this case starting from seventeenth-century England. First two sentences: ʻI was asleep when they came; we all were. They came in the dead of night.ʼ 14



Calahan, Harold Augustin (1935). Back to Treasure Island. New York: Vanguard Press. With ten full-page b&w illustrations by L.F. Grant. The first direct sequel to Treasure Island. Jim Hawkins and the others return to the island for the bar silver that had been buried separately. Calahan (1889-1965), author of several books on sailing, argues that Stevenson deliberately left details unresolved because he intended to write a sequel.



Stevenson in works of fiction Alain Morsang (1906), ʻLe Lierreʼ, Revue de Paris, 1906. A fascinating insight to when Stevenson was sexy, found by Mark Fitzpatrick (2015; see Recent studies above). In ch. 10 (RdP, Sept 1906), a young man and woman, Armand and Luce, are ʻtesting the groundʼ between them in witty conversation. A painter friend intends to paint Theseus just escaped from the labyrinth, and proposes using Armandʼs noble face as a model. Armand replies that he should add Luceʼs sparkling eyes. The two young people look at each other, and Armand says ʻThat would be a Stevensonian experience, but my awakening in a new form would be more agreeable for me than for Dr Jekyll, so unhappy in his double personalityʼ. The ʻchatʼ continues: —Vous aimez Stevenson ? Elle avait demandé cela sur un ton de vif intérêt, avec une subite rougeur de petite fille. Certes il aimait Stevenson[.] (63) ʻDo you like Stevenson?ʼ she asked with lively interest and the sudden blush of a little girl. Certainly he loved Stevenson.



The two then share their mutual enthusiasm, swapping references to Catriona, Doctor Desprez, Uma, the sailor with the wooden leg, Will oʼ the Mill, The Black Arrow, and The Treasure of Franchard, the last of which Luce had actually read ʻamong the rocks of Fontainebleauʼ, where it is set. (The text is available in Gallica.18)



Graham Swift (2016). Mothering Sunday (London: Scribner UK). Jane Fairchild, not yet fully aware she wants to be a writer, is left in her loverʼs empty house. Wandering naked through the rooms she comes to the library, finds Kidnapped and walks on, pressing it to her breasts



Jenni Daiches, ʻThe Body Snatchersʼ. scotiaextremis 19 is a blog-project that aims ʻto explore ʻthe soul of Scotlandʼ through specially commissioned poems which will examine the extremes of the nationʼs culture from all anglesʼ. A poem by Jenni Daiches (Jenni Calder) examines Scottish oppositions with references to Stevensonʼs ʻThe Body Snatchersʼ and Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. The whole poem can be found here; here are the last few lines: Their children play. Their wives donʼt ask how food is put upon the table. Not one but truly two. Every human soul is double. 15



A headstone at the empty grave. Dr Henry Jekyll, admired physician, benefactor, upright citizen. The heart revealed, can science truly know if the man who died was Dr Jekyll or Mr Hyde?



Stevenson in poems Jane Bonnyman (2016). An Ember from the Fire: Poems on the Life of Fanny Van de Grift Stevenson. Salzburg: Poetry Salzburg (salzburg pamphlets, 16). Sequence of poems based on the life of Fanny Van de Grift, especially concerning her marriage to Robert Louis Stevenson. Order online from http://www.poetrysalzburg.com/ (£4.50 and payment, also possible in euros and dollars). [...] Inside, the usual ensemble — Le soir, Hotel Chevillon — the lamp adds chiaroscuro to the scene: wine glass, coffee cup cast shadows on the cloth — then a young man enters the room. [...]



Derivative works—spurious quotations A Childʼs Thought At seven, when I go to bed, I find such pictures in my head: Castles with dragons prowling round, Gardens where magic fruits are found; Fair ladies prisoned in a tower, Or lost in an enchanted bower; While gallant horsemen ride by streams That border all this land of dreams I find, so clearly in my head At seven, when I go to bed. At seven, when I wake again, The magic land I seek in vain; A chair stands where the castle frowned, The carpet hides the garden ground, No fairies trip across the floor, Boots, and not horsemen, flank the door, 16



And where the blue streams rippling ran Is now a bath and water-can; I seek the magic land in vain At seven, when I wake again. The poem (often without the second stanza) is found attributed to Stevenson on the Internet but has not been found in any edition of Stevenson's collected verse. It seems to be quite a good imitation of A Child's Garden of Verses poem, such as 'The Land of Story-books' ('At evening when the lamp is lit'), but has lost its real author and become attached to Stevenson.



Documentary programmes about Stevensonʼs works Louise Welsh (2015). ʻHellfire Nationʼ. BBC Radio Scotland,20 29 Oct 2015. 30 mins. Writer Louis Welsh investigates a fixation on Hell in Scottish culture, with contributions from Glenda Norquay about Stevensonʼs childhood night-time fears of Hell (from 07.40) and and from John Macfie showing her around RLSʼs nursery and bedroom at 17 Heriot Row (from 09.00).



James Robertsonʼs talk on Kidnapped.21 Nigel Planer:22 TV overview of RLS on the Sky Arts Book Show (2012).



In the footsteps Neil Macara Brown for Scottish Borders Council (2016). ʻA Heaven to Meʼ: Robert Louis Stevenson Holidaying in Peebles in the 1860s. Informative leaflet with illustrations and quotations. For a pdf of the leaflet, go to http://robert-louis-stevenson.org/other-scotland/ and scroll down to the bottom of the page for a link.



Alan S. Robinson (2015). In the footsteps of an ass. Kindle edition. Light-hearted account of experiences and thoughts while following the Stevenson Trail in the Cevennes. Available via Amazon.



Kidnapped130 23 is an athletic challenge following in Kidnapped sailing and overland route in the summer of 2016, 130 years after the publication of Kidnapped. The sailing part began on 20 May and ended on the island of Erraid, off Mull, a week later. On 28 May Alan Rankin and Willie Gibson started on the 270 miles back to South Queensferry. They planned to cover the distance across some very rough terrain to Edinburgh in 11 or 12 days, but a foot injury caused a temporary interruption near Ben Alder on 1 June. To be continued. 17



Jean-Luc Pouliquen, Robert Louis Stevenson at Hyeres (Amazon.co.uk: J: 9781530061211). Hyères, Place du Portalet, at the end of the Avenue des Iles dʼOr: site of Powellʼs English Pharmacie, still occupied by a chemistʼs shop. Jean-Luc Pouliquen of Hyères reports that when he gave a talk there about Stevenson an old lady of more than 80 said afterwards that her mother was a friend of Powellʼs daughters and confirmed that the pharmacy was in Place du Portalet.



Links Passengers24 who disembarked from the Devonia, on arrival at Castle Garden, New York, 18 September 1879 The list starts from Allan, Alex, a miner aged 18. Click on right arrows at the top of the table ʻPages: «  39 of 100  »ʼ to see the rest of the passengers and reach Stephenson, Robert, a clerk aged 20 (though he was almost 30), which is RLS. Castle Garden, at the tip of Manhattan, was the USAʼs first official immigration centre and operated from 1855 to 1890.



Harriet Gordon, ʻAt home in the worldʼ: Stevenson as a global author.25 Presentation of a PhD thesis on the Cardiff Book History blog at Cardiff University. (Use the search engine to the right of the page to find three subsequent posts by Harriet Gordon.) ʻThe title of my thesis is ʻ“At Home in the World”: Robert Louis Stevensonʼs Global Literary Networksʼ, and it will aim to examine how Stevensonʼs travels, the varied locations from which he wrote, and the networks that enabled him to publish from such distances, influenced his textual productions.ʼ



Robert Stevenson Poems, on Julian Yanoverʼs My poetic Side26 poetry site. Collection of poems, timeline and associated map.



Etc. The Beach of Falesá: should we judge it for not being quite as enlightened as we are? Janathan Gibbs (author of Randall, or the Painted Grape—good title) published a post27 on Falesá, judging it an overtly sexist James-Bond-type adventure story in an exotic setting. A blogger called Bertclare replied with a post ʻRobert Louis Stevenson And The Limits of Judging Literature From The Inquisitorial Chairʼ 28 to say that such an easy 18



moral condemnation ʻmisses all the joys of subtlety, characterization, and moral ambiguity to be had in the textʼ.



Social media Twitter: R.L. Stevenson29 — RLS tweets, including news from the editors of the The New Edinburgh Edition of the Collected Works of Robert Louis Stevenson Flickr: Robert Louis Stevenson Group Pool — images connected with RLS and his works. Tumblr: Robert Louis Stevenson Snippets30 collects images, video clips etc. flagged by Twitter twitter.com/@RLSte or posted on Flickr. Pinterest: The very active Silverado RLS Museum31 at St. Helena, California, has five Pinterest boards, collecting RLS images from the web: The World of RLS, Works of, Images of, Travels of, Inspired by. The (illustrated) Letters of Robert Louis Stevenson:32 Mafalda Cipolloneʼs blog of the most interesting letters with relevant illustrations and video clips.



New members Rita Berman (bermanrita at bellsouth dot net): ʻI have been a free-lance writer for more than 40 years, published hundreds of articles and columns, and a couple of books. My reading habits are eclectic and I have lectured on some of my favorite Victorian and Edwardian writers. I look forward to reading more of Stevensonʼs essays.ʼ



Thanks to Neil Macara Brown, Mafalda Cipollone, Marina Dossena, David Charles Rose, John Fain, Jules Snow
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Endnotes: URLs not given in text: 1



http://robert-louis-stevenson.org/thefirstillustrationsfortreasureisland/



2



http://robert-louis-stevenson.org/illustrations-for-black-arrow/



3



http://robert-louis-stevenson.org/studies/



4



http://revel.unice.fr/loxias/index.html?id=8247



5



https://www.google.com/url? sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjYvI_VyJ_LAhWGuRoKHUhYAncQFggjMAE&url=https%3A %2F%2Fdspace.stir.ac.uk%2Fbitstream%2F1893%2F3458%2F1%2FGelder%2520(1984)%2520-%2520The%2520short%2520stories %2520of%2520Robert%2520Louis %2520Stevenson.pdf&usg=AFQjCNEXELLZmQEi7nwIy1JcbQfxXxhhdg&sig2=a40t9fWPcCnK_0tDJwNY-A 6



http://asls.arts.gla.ac.uk/SWE/TBI/TBISupp/TBISupp3/Oliver.html



7



http://scholar.google.fr/scholar_url?url=http://revel.unice.fr/loxias/pdf.php%3Fid%3D8233%26revue %3Dloxias&hl=en&sa=X&scisig=AAGBfm1T2mKZpSj_H49iwmpSzYJuPVQZDg&nossl=1&oi=scholaralrt 8



http://etudesecossaises.revues.org/523



9



http://www.heraldscotland.com/arts_ents/14463069.David_Balfour__The_Original_Text_by_Robert_Louis_Stevenson/?ref=rss



10



http://youtu.be/1mVQ9-v5cxc



11



https://youtu.be/0hBrz3HXFo4



12



https://youtu.be/WMuSKV8WAz8



13



https://youtu.be/LEUf_KhgrBg



14



https://youtu.be/DvLjf9M70ro



15



https://youtu.be/IiIbcgQ1xYc?list=PL-KNzgZk0pNVeDy5iWWolBvX2PP-dzWTc



16



http://www.alfred-music.com/product_info.php?products_id=4136&osCsid=a20d78fa65027042c7a0d27e3cd3b5ab



17



http://www.allmusic.com/album/release/brubeck-amp-american-poets-mr0003735036



18



http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k174913/f68.image.r=



19



https://scotiaextremis.wordpress.com/about-scotia-extremis/



20



http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b06jwjpl



21



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Qf6xazu2Kw



22



https://youtu.be/-h2lhMEnx9s



23



http://www.kidnapped130.com/



24



http://www.castlegarden.org/search_02.php? row=38&p_first_name=&p_last_name=&co_country=&province=&town=&o_occ=&m_ship=Devonia&po_port=&m_arr_date_end=1879& m_arr_date_start=1879&sort=desc&type=arrived
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25



https://cardiffbookhistory.wordpress.com/2016/02/26/at-home-in-the-world-stevenson-as-a-global-author/



26



http://mypoeticside.com/poets/robert-louis-stevenson-poems



27



http://www.mhpbooks.com/the-art-of-the-novella-challenge-4-the-beach-of-falesa/



28



https://bertclere.com/2016/04/30/robert-louis-stevenson-and-the-limits-of-judging-literature-from-the-inquisitorial-chair/



29



https://twitter.com/RLSte



30



http://rlssnippets.tumblr.com/



31



http://pinterest.com/rlsmuseum/



32



http://lettersofrobertlouisstevenson.wordpress.com/
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Nick Rankin, Ê»Stevenson UnboundÊ¼, Edinburgh Napier University, 17 March 2016. On the Ernest Mehew collection of books and papers on Stevenson at the ... 
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